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Introduction by E.P. Thompson
7

For some odd reason, Rudolf Bahro thought it might be helpful if this collection of his
recent writings was presented to the English-speaking public by a native.
I am honoured that the lot should have fallen to me, but any extended introduction is
unnecessary.
It would only get in the way. Bahro's reputation is secure. It rests upon The Alternative
in Eastern Europe, one of the few necessary, original, and truly significant contributions
to the political thought of Europe in the post-War years.
That book was researched and written in East Germany, in the years 1972 to 1977, in
Bahro's spare time, while he was working as an industrial administrator or political
manager. Educated in the Gcrman Marxist (and Communist) traditions, he brought the
method of Marx and the principles of Rosa Luxemburg to bear upon the analysis of
'actually existing socialism'.
I will not describe the book further, since it is, and will long remain, essential reading.
The Alternative was published by a West German trade-union Publishing house. Bahro
was duly arrested, accused of Publishing 'state secrets' (!), and sentenced to eight years'
imprisonment. He was correctly treated in prison, got through a great deal of reading
(including the Bible, from end to end), began to teach himself French and English, and
was eventually released, more than two years later, to West Germany.
The present volume takes up the story at that point. The 'story' is the subscquent
development of Rudolf Bahro's political thought. This rcquires no interpreter, and I will
content myself with two comments.
First, Bahro's originality asserts itself in the manner in which he breaks free from every
stereotype and disappoints the expeetations of most of the rcception committees eagerly
awaiting him in the 'free West' . To simplify, 'dissidents' from the 'East' are normally
reeeived with three kinds of expeetation.
First, there are the very well-funded and experienced Cold War Operators, supported by
Western intelligence: these stand ready to reeeive and sort the dissenters, grade them by
weight, and pass them along the line to visiting fellowships in Western universities or
the like. Second, there are the eager (but usually impoverished and materially unhelpful)
reeeption groups of various zealous political movements — some of them Marxist and
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Trotskyist — whose hands are held out anxiously to claim the neweomer as one of their
own. Third, there is a gentler, less calculating, reeeption network among ref ugee
compatriots and others who simply expect the neweomer to lie
8
low for a while, to find a new place in life, and who advise an interval for rehabilitation
and reflection before attempting any Intervention.
Bahro disappointed all three sets of expectation. Like someone leaping from a moving
train, he hit the ground running, but running in his own direction. He had no interest in
taking part in Gold War games. This is partly because he refuses both 'sides' — the very
notion of 'sides' is specious. He does not nourish bitterness against the GDR, and he
often insists that there are large (if hidden) constituencies to address on 'the other side' .
It is partly also because the malaise which he had identified in Eastern Europc he found
also in the West.
Bahro did not identify himself with any of the eagerly awaiting Marxist groups. But he
did not repudiate or denounce them either. He acknowledged the socialist tradition, and
the tradition of Marx, but he went on to challenge some of its most sacred categories
(including thatof 'class', and of humankind's relation to nature), or the relevance ofthose
categories in the present. He identified himself with the new ecological movement, the
'Greens', and he sought to bring the different socialist fractions together into a more
generous 'Socialist Conference' . He came from the GDR with a prophetic sense of
urgency, and by deiiberate choice he allowcd himself no time for 'rehabilitation' or
reflection. He chose to think in public and on his feet. This book is the product of these
public exchanges.
My second comment is this. Bahro's vision, which does not refuse the utopian mode (it
was sad also to note that in 'actually existing socialism' a writer could be imprisoned for
the passion of his socialist utopianism) is fresh and original. And yet, in a surprising
way, it is traditional also. When I read the third and final section of The Alternative, I
was astonished to find, on page after page, a reincarnation in modern dress of some of
the essential preoccupations of William Morris in his socialist writings of the 1880s. Yet
Morris's socialist essays were unknown to Bahro. It is encouraging to know that this
vision, fresh and with new additions, wells up once again.
Since Rudolf Bahro completed most of the essays which make up this book he has been
increasingly committed (and distracted from his primary themes) by the urgent work for
European nuclear disarmament. He has played an outstanding part in advising the peace
movement in West Germany and in assisting us all in our relations with Eastern Europe.
It is good to have him as a friend and colleague. #
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